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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a completely new application in computer vision: detecting advertising
materials in commodity pictures. Different from the conventional detection tasks, the success of advertising
materials detection greatly relies on successfully capturing the semantic and contour information of candidate
targets. In our work, we firstly adopt a fully convolutional instance segmentation network to capture the semantic information and link information of pixels. Secondly, ASPP module and multi-scale prediction structure are
introduced to handle materials with various scales. Then, we jointly optimize the network with semantic loss,
link loss, and contour loss, to obtain finer detection results. Finally, we provide a dataset specially targeting at
advertising materials detection. Experiments on this dataset show the promising performance of the proposed
method.
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Introduction

Advertisements play an important role in our daily life. Advertising materials are valuable image regions which
contains useful commodity information in advertising pictures, and usually have obvious difference with background
regions of pictures. Although advertising materials are of great value in applications of commercial advertising, few
of works are dedicated to this research topic. Moreover, there are some inherent problems when general object
detection methods are directly applied to this task. Firstly, semantic information of advertising materials is hard
to hold. Secondly, the ability to locate border of materials is poor. According to our observations, one advertising
material can be not only a whole commodity image, but also image regions with clear semantic information or
obvious contour information. As shown in Figure 1 (a), we view white pixels as a part of whole advertising material.
In Fig 1 (b), a closed black line surrounds texts and a number of commodities, we also view this image region as
one meaningful advertising material candidate.
There are mainly two challenges in advertising materials detection, one is to understandg images’ semantic
information, another is to process images’ multi-scale feature, as shown in Fig 1. Recent research endeavors [18,
17, 13, 12, 3, 8] on general object detection fall into two major categories: regression-based methods and pixel-level
instance segmentation methods. Compared with regression-based methods, pixel-level instance segmentation methods can achieve fine-grained detection results. Mask R-CNN [8] extends Faster R-CNN [18] by adding a branch for
predicting an object mask, effectively employ the power of dense semantic information. BlitzNet [6] performs object
detection and segmentation with one fully convolutional network based on SSD [13] architecture. However, these
methods still depends on regression mechanism of default anchors to capture semantic information, it causes large
offsets in edges of materials. In this paper, we tackle this issue via a pixel-level instance segmentation network.
In this paper, we design a multi-scale instance segmentation network (MSISN) to address advertising materials
detection task. To be concrete, we get advertising material’s semantic information and link information among
pixels via a fully convolution network, which can achieve fine-grained detection results. Furthermore, Astrous Spatial
Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) module and pyramidal feature hierarchy prediction are introduced to process objects with
different scales. Perimeter contours around each material candidate is a salient characteristic. Hence, we view crossentropy loss on predicted perimeter contours and groundtruth contours as contour loss. And we integrate semantic
loss, link loss, and contour loss to jointly optimize network training. Notably, We construct a dataset specially for
detecting advertising materials, which is mainly focusing on clothing pictures of e-commerce websites.
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Fig. 1. Examples of advertising materials in pictures. Advertising materials are labeled with red dashed boxes.

Our Contributions can be summarized as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first one to address this topic of advertising materials detection.
• We propose a novel advertising material detection framework based on a carefully designed multi-scale instance
segmentation architecture, and integrate semantic loss, link loss, and contour loss to jointly optimise network
framework.
• We construct a new dataset, which specially serves for advertising materials detection.

2

Related Work

Comparing with anchor mechanism regression-based detection methods, employing densely predicted semantic information, can usually get more detailed materials’ border. However, objects with different scales will cause difficulties
in predicting correct semantic information. To address these problems, studys of semantic segmentation is very
active [1, 4, 15, 16, 19, 21, 23]. Unet [19] presents a network consists of a contracting path to capture context and a
symmetric expanding path that enables precise localization. Fisher.Yu [23] applys dilated convolutions to aggregate
multi-scale contextual information. Peng.Chao [16] finds large kernel plays an important role in performing classification and localization tasks. Deeplab [4] makes use of ASPP to segment objects at multiple scales. Maoke.Yang
[21] employs Densely connected ASPP generates multi-scale features.
There are many regression-based detection methods [2, 9, 11, 13, 18, 22, 24] are applyed to address the problem
with various scales. Faster R-CNN [18] uses 9 anchors at each sliding position to detect various objects. SSD [13]
adopts multi-scale feature maps for detection. FPN [11] utilizes a top-down architecture with lateral connections
for building high-level semantic feature maps at all scales. Cascade R-CNN [2] takes a multi-stage object detection
architecture to achieve better detection results. PFPNet [10] employs parallel feature transformation, which yields
the feature maps with similar levels of semantic abstraction across different scales. M2Det [24] feeds multi-level
features into a block of alternating joint thinned u-shape modules and feature fusion modules to extract multi-level
multi-scale features.
In this study, we introduce a fully convolution network to get fine-grained semantic information. Instead of
fusing multi-level features, we train features of each level separately. Because it can effectively lift discriminative
ability of extracted features.

3
3.1

Methods
Overview

Our goal is to detect advertising materials in fine-grained manner, and get complete materials. To achieve this
goal, a fully convolutional instance segmentation network is used. To detect different objects across scales, multiAustralian Journal of Intelligent Information Processing Systems
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Fig. 2. The framework of our multi-scale instance segmentation network.

scale featues are worth considering. To improve the ability in locating boundaries of materials, a contour loss is
introduced.
Specifically, our method takes a single-scale image of an arbitrary size as input. As shown in Fig 2, a CNN
Encoder (e.g. ResNet-50) extracts three scales features, and each scale features are processed to get semantic
1
prediction respectively. Taking the 16
scale features as an example, an Astrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP)
module is used to get multi-scale semantic features, then this features will be upsampled to 14 of original input image
size. At last, we get semantic prediction in three scales, and compute semantic loss in three scales respectively. To
distinguish different instances, we use link prediction to link pixels within the same instance together [5], then we
concat various features from three scales, for link prediction and contour prediction. At last, semantic prediction
and link prediction are combined via linking process, and get final detection results. Actually, we found semantic
1
1
prediction in 32
scale combine with link prediction, can get best result among this three scales, since features of 32
scale are more appropriate to the large-scale advertising pictures.
3.2

Pyramidal Feature Hierarchy Prediction

Due to advertising pictures contain materials of various scales, single scale feature prediction will lack of adaptability
for multi-scale materials. In a well-trained CNN, low-level features usually contain abundant edge information, and
high-level features tend to have abstract semantic information. To employ various informations, semantic prediction
is designed in three different scales features. To extract multi-scale features in each single feature layers, an ASPP
module is introduced. ASPP module is composed of multiple dilated convolution operation with different rates and
one global image-level operation [14]. We concat these convolutional features, then resize to 14 scale of input size, for
the convenience to compute semantic loss. Compared with single-scale semantic loss, three scales semantic losses can
learn better semantic features. Different from conventional semantic segmentation task, the fused strategy in [16]
will disturb semantic consistency inside one specific advertising material, as semantic information for each material
in different layers is independent.
3.3

Instance Segmentation

We utilize 1 × 1 convolution operation to get semantic prediction, link prediction and contour prediction. Semantic
prediction results in each level have 1 channel, each location’s value indicates the probability of current pixel is in
one advertising material. Link prediction is used to distinguish different instances, and the process is similar to [5]
. Link prediction results have 8 channels, which correspond to eight neighborhood directions. For a given pixel and
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one of its neighbors, link value in link prediction indicates a probability which the related direction’s neighbourhood
pixel and current location’s pixel lie within the same instance.
After obtain semantic prediction and link prediction, a linking process is done to get the final detection results.
We set thresh semantic = 0.8 and thresh link = 0.8, and use these two values to distinguish positive pixels from
negative pixels. In the process of thresh filtering, semantic information and link formation are converted into binary
image. Different from linking condition in [5], we devise a weaker condition, and found it perfoms better. Given one
positive pixel in semantic prediction, if any neighbourhood pixel in correspond channel of link prediction is positive,
then a corresponding neighborhood pixel belongs to the same instance with current pixel. This operation is iteratively
executed for each spatial location of an image. This process can be implemented by disjoint-set data structure. By
combining semantic binary images and link binary results, we get a series of instance. But not all of these instances
are advertising materials, there can be some noises and errors. Usually, the size of advertising materials can’t be
too small, and the shape is approximate to a rectangle. Specifically, we set min side length = 80 to filter noise
instances. Furthermore, we filter out irregular objects via thresh ratio = 0.6, which indicates percentage of positive
semantic pixels in each instance. We take smallest circumscribed rectangle of each instance as final detection results.
3.4

Loss Function

We jointly optimize semantic loss, link loss and contour loss.
L = Lsemantic 32 + λ1 Lsemantic 16 + λ2 Lsemantic 8 + λ3 Llink + λ4 Lcontour

(1)

λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 are all hyper-parameters, and set to 1.0. Llink is calcuated on positive semantic labels. We compute
semantic loss from three scales, each loss is computed in the same way. Considering different image materials have
different sizes, we use a instance balanced loss on semantic prediction. We view the small material region and big
material region have same weight. For n material instances, the i-th instance’s area is Si , each pixel’s weight is wi .
Total area is S. Each instance has a weight Ai . Semantic loss in any scale can be computed as equation 2.

PN
S = i Si , ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , N ,




S
Ai = N
,
(2)
A
i

w
=
i

Si ,


Lsemantic = S1 W Lsemantic CE ,
where W is weight matrix generated by each pixel’s weight wi , the negative pixel’s weight is 1. Lsemantic CE is
matrix of Cross-Entropy loss on semantic prediction.
Losses for link prediction is only calculated on positive semantic pixels, and the number of positive link pixels
and negative pixels are not balanced. So we use an link loss that can balance positive link pixels and negative link
pixels.


Llink pos = Llink CE ∗ (Ylink (i, j) == 1),
Llink neg = Llink CE ∗ (Ylink (i, j) == 0),
(3)

Llink pos
Llink neg
L
=
+
,
link
sum(Ylink ==1)
sum(Ylink ==0)
where Ylink is the matrix of link ground truth, Llink CE is the matrix of Cross-Entropy loss on link prediction and
link ground truth. Lcontour is Cross-Entropy loss on contour map ground truth and contour map prediction. We
use contour loss to enhance network’ power in distinguishing boundaries of each advertising material.

4
4.1

Datasets and Experiments
Datasets

Advertising materials detection is a new topic in computer vision application. To the best of our knowledge, there
are no benchmark datasets. To fill this gap, we build a advertising materials detection dataset which mainly focus on
clothing advertisement pictures of e-commerce websites. We collect these pictures from several e-commerce websites
like jd.com, vip.com, etc. The training dataset contains 2,834 pictures in total, and 160 pictures have circular
materials. The testing dataset has same distribution as the data in training dataset, and has 400 pictures, 735
bounding boxes in total. This dataset will be made public in the near future.
The most common form of materials in clothing advertising are rectangular materials. In addition, circular
materials also account for a small percentage. Other objects like text, table, or commodities don’t have obvious
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Fig. 3. Training examples in the datset. The advertising materials are presented in red dashed boxes.

boundaries with backgrounds, we don’t view them as materials. Based on above considerations, we built training
dataset and testing dataset. For simplicity, we don’t differentiate rectangular materials and circular materials, all
materials are labeled in bounding box form, as shown in Fig 3. The adjacent materials having obvious boundaries,
will be labeled separately, as shown in Fig 3 (d). Here are two points need to be noticed. The first point is: not all
pixels in one advertising material are a part of commodity images, and advertising materials usually have obvious
boundaries. The second point is: Some commodities are inside a complete contour line, the whole region can be
viewd as one material, as shown in Fig 3 (b).
For pixels inside labeled bounding boxes, we set the value in semantic label to 1. If overlapping exists, only
un-overlapped pixels are 1. Others are 0. For a given positive semantic pixel and any of its eight neighbors, if the
neighbor pixel and this pixel are in the same instance, the corresponding channel’s link value in this spatial location
is 1. Otherwise 0. To generate contour ground truth, we follow the similar method described in [7], as in equation 4.
Scontour represents the pixels in the peripheral contour of the bounding boxes of each ground truth annotation.
These calculation is carried out on 1/4 scale of the original image.
(
1
if i ∈ Scontour
xi =
(4)
0.6 if dist(i, j) == 1 and ∃j ∈ Scontour
4.2

Experimental Results

For evaluation, we compute Intersection over Union (IoU) for each prediction’s output box and groundtruth’s
bounding box in all pictures. We set threshIoU = 0.8, only the IoU value bigger than threshIoU will be viewed as
one truth positive sample. The number of all groundtruth bounding boxes are viewd as T P + F N , the number of
prediction boxes are viewed as T P + F P . So we can obtain precision and recall value, via equation precision =
TP
TP
T P +F P , recall = T P +F N .
We compare experimental results of our network (MSISN) with serveral object detection networks, especially
compared with Mask R-CNN [8]. We use the implementation methods of [20], hyperparameters use the default
form. Mask R-CNN is commonly used in general object detection and has a good performance on many public
object detection datasets. Compared with Mask R-CNN, our method has an advantage in semantic judgment of the
materials, but has disadvantages in segmenting different instances. As shown in Fig 4 (a) (c), Mask R-CNN is more
likely to make mistakes in hierarchical materials, and the rectangular text region. Fig 4 (e) shows, our method do
better in grasping big scale semantic information than Mask R-CNN in the task of detecting advertising materials.
However, our method do worse in segment adjacent materials than Mask R-CNN, as shown in Fig 4 (d). This has two
reasons: firstly, we train circular materials in rectangular bounding boxes; secondly, sematic segmentation network
do bad in distinguish different instance, and our link prediction and contour prediction can’t completely solve this
difficulty. But the regression methods like Faster R-CNN [18] will predict output bounding boxes in each spatial
location, so these methods can do well in distinguishing different individuals. There are also some complicated cases
Volume 16, No. 3
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Fig. 4. Examples showing the detection result in advertising materials. The first row is the result of Mask R-CNN. The
second row is the result of our methods. The detection results are presented in red boxes.

like Fig 4 (b), compared with results of Mask R-CNN, it can be seen that our method is more appropriate than
Mask R-CNN.
Since our network employs pyramidal feature hierarchy prediction and contour loss, we need to verify each of
1
its effectiveness to the final performance. The base model is single-layer prediction on 32
scale features, and don’t
use contour loss. Futher, we try pyramid feature hierarchy prediction on three scales (1/8 scale, 1/16 scale, 1/32
scale). Finally, we combine pyramid feature hierarchy prediction with contour loss (MSISN). The evaluation result
1
is shown in Table 1. As shown in Fig 5 (a) and (b), when we only use 32
scale features to predict results, it’s easy
to ignore the local features in small range, so many detection results may be too big, and contain redundant image
contents. Fig 5 (c) shows, with the help of contour information, some advertising materials can be located more
accurately.
Table 1. Results on testing dataset.
Method
Faster R-CNN [18]
FPN [11]
Mask R-CNN [8]
only 1/32 scale
pyramid hierarchy prediction
MSISN(ours)

5

Precision
70.1
87.7
89.4
88.9
92.5
92.9

Recall
75.3
89.1
93.5
87.9
90.6
90.8

F1-score
72.6
88.4
91.4
88.4
91.5
91.8

Conclusion

We put forward a new topic in computer vision application: advertising materials detection. And rase a novel
multi-scale instance segmentation network in pixel-level to realize fine-grained detection. Our network can combine
contour information and achieves excellent detection performance against the popular generic object detection
methods. Besides, a new dataset is constructed for the progress in advertising materials detection.
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Fig. 5. Examples showing the detection results in ablation experiments. The first row is the results predicted only in 1/32
scale features. The second row is the results predicted in pyramid hierarchy (1/32, 1/6, 1/8 scales). The third row is the
results of our method MSISN (pyramid hierarchy prediction and contour loss). The detection results are presented in red
boxes.
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